IPA Chennai Chapter celebrated WPD on 11\textsuperscript{th} March 2020 with a painting competition at Deepam School, a school for differently challenged children, where 24 students participated. Another competition was held at Eswari College of Engineering for IPA CC Student Chapter where an essay and a painting competition were conducted. Post lunch IPA CC organized a plumbing competition at The Hilton. Five plumbing contracting companies took part with each team consisting of one supervisor and three plumbers.

This competition covered four products - pumps: Grundfos; pressure reducing valves: Lehry; pipes and fittings: Supreme (the contestants had to actually prepare the piping system with pipe sections and fittings based on a typical drawing of a bathroom) and concealed cisterns: Geberit. Later the IPA CC Meeting was conducted which was sponsored by Supreme Industries. The chief guest for the event was Architect L Venkatesh.

The National Anthem was followed with an address by Abbas Lehry, Chairman – IPA CC on the importance of WPD. A short audio visual on ISH was played followed by an address from Chief Guest L Venkatesh who stressed on the importance of water and stressed on preservation of all natural resources. Kupusamy (Consultant for Supreme Industries) gave an in-depth presentation on products manufactured by them. This was followed by awarding of prizes for the plumbing competition, felicitating the sponsor and Chief Guest and ‘hugging the plumber’ event.

The winners of the competition were
1) K&K Plumbing Services
2) Sri Praswathi Plumbing Works Pvt Ltd
3) INCL Engg Ltd.
4) Bala Associates
5) HPD Contractors
On the Dais: Shiva Prakash (Hon. Sec., IPA CC), L. Venkatesh (Chief Guest), Abbas Lehry (Chairman, IPACC), Kuppusamy (Consultant, Supreme Industries), R Kandeepan (NEC member) and Sankar (Jt. Sec., IPA CC)
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